Potential actions on OTrPv1 vs OTrPv2 drafts

1. Does TEEP want to align with SUIT?
   • Should OTrP draft include usage of SUIT?

2. Does TEEP want to use RATS for attestations?
   • What is RATS missing to address TEEP’s use cases? Feed those as requirements to RATS
   • Should OTrP draft include usage for a RATS/EAT token?
Potential actions on OTrPv1 vs OTrPv2 drafts

1. Replace draft-ietf-teep-opentrustprotocol with draft-tschofenig-teep-otrp-v2
2. Merge the two drafts?
3. Replace OTrP as OTrPv2?
4. Replace OTrP as TEEP?